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NAACP ACT-SO 
STUDENT CODE OF CONDUCT 

 
1. Contestants shall be prompt and prepared for all scheduled activities 

 
2. Proper conduct of the contestants is a personal responsibility as well as the responsibility of the chaperones to 

ensure. 
 

3. Contestants shall not deface public property nor remove hotel property such as keys or towels from the premises.  
The parents and/or guardian of the contestant will be billed and required to for any property damages or losses 
incurred. 

 
4. Keep chaperones advised at all times of activities and whereabouts. 

 
5. No one is to leave the premises without a chaperone.  Do not take a taxi or other public transportation to 

restaurants or areas of sightseeing without the approval and presence of a chaperone. 
 

6. Contestants agree to abide by an 11:00 p.m. curfew, after which time Contestants are expected to be in their own 
rooms.  After curfew, members of the opposite sex are not allowed in each other’s rooms for any reason. 
Exceptions to the 11:00 p.m. curfew will only exist under circumstances in which a scheduled activity goes 
beyond the curfew time.  Under such circumstances, Contestants are to be in the presence of a chaperone and 
must return to their room immediately upon the completion of the scheduled activity.  

 
7. Contestants are not permitted to roam the hotel hallways or enter any hotel bars/lounges. 

 
8. Appropriate attire is required at all times. 

 
9. Other than in cases of emergency (i.e. 911), no outside calls, including local and collect calls, are to be made from 

the hotel room phone.  The parents and/or guardian of the contestant will be bill and required to pay for any 
unauthorized charges to the room. 

 
10. No other room charges of any kind are permitted including room service for meals.  (Hotel rooms are assigned 

and recorded for emergency purposes. Do not change hotel rooms with anyone else.) 
 

11. No sexually explicit or lewd behavior will be permitted during your participation in ACT-SO. 
 

**CONTESTANTS WILL BE SENT HOME AT HIS/HER OWN EXPENSE UPON VIOLATION 
OF ANY AFOREMENTIONED RULE.** 

 
If there are any questions regarding the procedure, check with the assigned chaperone first. 

 
       I, ________________________________, have read and fully understand the above Code of Conduct'. 
 
       ________________________________     __________ 
       Signature of Contestant       Date 
 
       ________________________________     __________ 
       Signature of Parent or Guardian      Date 


